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Migrant Context
Lead Researcher:
Gioia Panzarella
(Warwick University)

Associate Researcher:
Georgia Wall
(Warwick University)

Research Context

Associate Researcher:
Christian Griffiths
(Monash University)

https://transcollaborate.wordpress.com/
What happens when we encourage a more inclusive
approach to translation practice by implementing
collaborative translation processes in a variety of
academic and non-academic contexts?

TransCollaborate

Lead Researcher:
Jessica Trevitt
(Monash University)

Language Learning Context

Researchers: Gioia Panzarella and Georgia Wall
(Warwick).

We collected feedback via a qualitative survey and
results show that the students valued the
workshops as a unique language learning
experience.

We prepared and facilitated two series of
translation workshops for undergraduates at the
University of Warwick learning English and Italian,
in which the teachers taught in their non-native
language to encourage collaboration with the
students.

Case Study: investigating collaborative translation
as an activity that challenges traditional models of
language pedagogy.

How can collaborative translation enhance
methods of language learning in academic
and non-academic context?

Case Study 3
German – English translation of a work of
translation studies scholarship, drawing on
translation studies and Shakespeare studies.
Participants: Madeleine Bieg (University of
Konstanz, Germany) and Christian Griffiths
(Monash)

Case Study 2
German – English translation of academic survey
items, drawing on translation studies and
Educational Psychology.
Participants: Madeleine Bieg (University of
Konstanz, Germany) and Jessica Trevitt (Monash)

Case Study 1

Brazilian Portuguese - English translation of a
short story, drawing on translation studies and
creative writing.

Participants: Alice Whitmore (Monash) and
Lorrayne Mayer (RMIT, Australia)

How can collaborative translation facilitate interdisciplinary dialogue and research practices in academic contexts?

Researchers: Jessica Trevitt (Monash) and Christian
Griffiths (Monash)

We collected feedback via a quantitative survey and
results show that the students valued the experience as
a way of improving their general communication skills.

Working with the Melbourne-based school Discover
English, we recruited migrant English students to write
a story in their native language, then we matched them
with native English speakers who were unfamiliar with
that language to collaboratively translate the story into
English.

Case Study: investigating collaborative translation as an
activity that supports social development, in addition to
language development, for migrants settling into a new
culture.

How can collaborative translation contribute to
migrant experience in non-academic contexts?

TransCollaborate: A Symposium on Collaborative Translation!

The next two days represent the culmination of a 12-month research project on co

translation, funded by the Monash-Warwick Alliance. This symposium is an opport

outcomes of this project, and more importantly, to engage in new discussions abo
for collaborative translation research.

The project investigates the practice of collaborative translation in a range

literary, academic, language learning and migration. On the opposite page is a visu

the major case studies, with a brief overview of their outcomes. The case studies c

context have produced valuable feedback on the process and a basis for ongoing p
writers, international colleagues, community organisations and language schools.
More information on these cases will be delivered in the opening address

sessions to follow will be an opportunity to hear about other contexts across the g

collaborative translation has been employed. In the evening of Day 1, Dr David Gra

University of Arizona will address some of the broader discourses in which collabo
be contextualised today.

Workshops

The questions and ideas raised throughout these sessions will be addressed in det

workshops on Day 2: Collaborative Translation and Language Learning, and Collab

and Research. These workshops will offer participants an opportunity to develop t
initiatives with the feedback and guidance of the project organisers.

These have been designed to accommodate a range of backgrounds and e
participants are strongly encouraged to attend both. Please note that to maintain

participants have been allocated into groups to attend each workshop in a particu

that through the productivity of small group dynamics and by encouraging discuss

career voices, these workshops will produce concrete plans for future collaboratio
TransCollaborate.
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Keynote address
Associate Professor David Gramling
University of Arizona
In the Sala Giochi
Monday 3 July 2017. 5:30 – 6.30

Seven Stadia Long: On the Disorderly Social Sojourn of TransCollaboration
This talk takes a wide-angle look at the politics, political economy, ethics,
linguistics, historical grounds and contemporary worldviews that compel us in
2017 to recommit to the ancient norm of translating and translanguaging
collaboratively— particularly in times of for-profit war, linguaphobia, social death,
reactionary monolingualism, and the radical acceleration of the “translation
machine of global credit-debt” (Lezra 2015: 175). Drawing on various traditions of
theory within and without of Translation Studies, this talk however focuses
ultimately on the practical and social experience of collaborating subjects, in an
era when automated, individuated, algorithmic, and crowd-sourced crosslinguistic big-data management platforms are presumed to ensure optimal
reliability. In this light, collaborative translation is re-envisioned as a counterpractice of resistance, one in which new tools for mutual recognition, social
defamiliarization, historical kinship, and metalinguistic reflection may be seen to
dwell. Accordingly, the talk offers some initial recommendations for practitioners
on how to get ready for translingual collaboration, both for those who already
love “group work” and for those who may treasure the solitary journey most.

David Gramling joined the Department of German Studies at the University of
Arizona in 2010 and is currently Associate Professor. His main fields of research
are applied linguistics and literary and cultural studies, with an emphasis on
multilingualism and translating. His most recent book, The Invention of
Monolingualism, was published in 2016, and his next monograph is titled: Into the
Linguacene: Toward an Anthropology of Monolingualism. He has co-edited the
interdisciplinary journal Critical Multilingualism Studies (cms.arizona.edu) since
2012. David is a working translator and is committed to collaborative research
with colleagues and students.
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WORKSHOPS:
Papers and other resources
We have provided the workshop materials on the following pages
to allow participants to prepare ideas and points for discussion. The
workshops will also employ pre-recorded audio-visual materials.
For those wishing to familiarise themselves with these, they can be
accessed on our TransCollaborate website.
At the back of this booklet, blank pages have been provided for
participants to list their ideas and observations prior to the
workshops.
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WORKSHOP A
Collaborative Translation and Language Learning
Georgia Wall and Gioia Panzarella
In the Sala Giochi.
Tuesday 4 July, 9:00–10:30am and 11:00 – 12:30am

Materials:

1. Excerpt from Translation and Language Learning: The Role of
Translation in the Teaching of Languages in the European Union: A
Study. (2013). P. 139.
2. Stephanie Karl. “Transcript of student collaborative translation activity”
University of Regensburg. Department of English Language Teaching.
Available on TransCollaborate website:

Chris Griffiths. “Vodcast: Collaborative Translation in ELICOS”.

Workshop participants will be invited to discuss the following questions:
• What has been your experience of collaborative translation in learning or
teaching a foreign language?
• What are the noteworthy or surprising aspects of this experience?
• What are the challenges of using collaborative translation in the
classroom?
• What do you think the key priorities should be in developing a
collaborative translation model for language learning?
• How might collaborative translation work as an interdisciplinary
methodology?
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European Commission and Directorate-General for Translation, Translation and
Language Learning: The Role of Translation in the Teaching of Languages in
the European Union: A Study. Luxembourg: Publications Office, 2013. P
139.
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Stephanie Karl. “Transcript of student collaborative translation activity”
University of Regensburg. Department of English Language Teaching.
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WORKSHOP B
Collaborative Translation and Research
Chris Griffiths
In the Sala Teatro
Tuesday 4 July, 9:00–10:30am and 11:00 – 12:30am

Materials:
1.

Gordon Osing. “Translator’s Notes”. Blooming Alone in Winter.
Poems of Sun Dong Po. Translated by Gordon Osing, Huang Haipeng and Min Xiao-hong. 1989.
Li Qing Xiao. “Yuan wang son”. Forever Tonight at my Window. The
Ci of Li Qing Xiao. Translated by Gordon Osing, Huang Hai-peng and
Min Xiao-hong. 1989.

2.

Patrick Ploschnitzki. “Visual support in translation: grouptranslating Zafer Şenocak’s In deinen Worten”. University of
Arizona.

Available on the TransCollaborate website
Anna Grogan. “Vodcast: Computer Assisted Translation and Social
Inclusion.”

Workshop participants will be invited to discuss the following questions:
• How does collaborative translation connect scholars from different
linguistic and academic cultures?
• How might collaborative translation work as an interdisciplinary
methodology?
• Is there value in giving “non-translators” the opportunity to learn about
translation practices through a collaborative process?
• How does collaborative translation fit into a framework of the “postmonolingual”?
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Gordon Osing. “Translator’s Notes”. Blooming Alone in Winter. Poems of
Sun Dong Po. Translated by Gordon Osing, Huang Hai-peng and Min
Xiao-hong. 1989.
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Li Qing Xiao. “Yuan wang son”. Forever Tonight at my Window. The Ci of Li
Qing Xiao. Translated by Gordon Osing, Huang Hai-peng and Min Xiaohong. 1989.
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Patrick Ploschnitzki. “Visual support in translation: group-translating Zafer
Şenocak’s In deinen Worten”. University of Arizona.
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
TransCollaborate. “The ‘Inclusivity’ Model.”
A very specific method of collaborative translation was circulated in the early
stages of the project. The method was used in the Migrant Context, the
Research/Literary Context, and in some instances of the Language Learning
Context. However, the Language Learning Context has demonstrated that the
“inclusive” principles of the project can be met without a strict adherence to the
model. It is recommended that new projects in collaborative translation follow
the guidelines of the “inclusivity” model.

Chris Griffiths. “Introduction”. Bordertown. Translations of Migrant
experience. Edited by Chris Griffiths and Jessica Trevitt. 2017.
The Bordertown collection anthologises the translated narratives gathered in
the Migrant Context case studies of the project. The text of the book can be
found on the TransCollaborate website.

Gioia Panzarella, Georgia Wall. «Focus Sulla Sensibilità Linguistica: La
Traduzione Collaborativa Nella Classe Di Lingua.» Italiano
LinguaDue 8.2 (2016). Abstract.
This article was published in the latest issue of the journal Italiano LinguaDue. It
discusses the rationale behind the workshops held at Warwick in 2016 and
conducted by the two co-authors. The full article (in Italian) can be accessed
through the TransCollaborate website.
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TransCollaborate. “The ‘Inclusivity’ Model.”
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Chris Griffiths. “Introduction”. Bordertown. Translations of Migrant
experience. Edited by Chris Griffiths and Jessica Trevitt. 2017.
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Gioia Panzarella, Georgia Wall. «Focus Sulla Sensibilità Linguistica: La
Traduzione Collaborativa Nella Classe Di Lingua.» Italiano LinguaDue
8.2 (2016).

Abstract (English below)
Può la traduzione facilitare la didattica delle lingue moderne? Questo articolo illustra i
primi risultati di un progetto di ricerca in corso presso l’Università di Warwick, Regno
Unito, (in collaborazione con l’Università di Monash, Australia) che riguarda l’uso della
traduzione collaborativa nell’insegnamento delle lingue a studenti universitari e a
studenti Erasmus. Le autrici si sono concentrate sui vantaggi in termini di sensibilità
linguistica e consapevolezza culturale derivanti da un particolare modello di traduzione
collaborativa. Quando la proposta di “Collaborative Translation: A Model for Inclusion” si
applica al particolare contesto della didattica delle lingue, infatti, l’insegnante e gli
studenti esplorano insieme il processo di traduzione di un testo verso la lingua madre
degli studenti. Il valore di questo approccio risiede nel privilegiare una messa in
discussione della corrispondenza univoca tra due termini in due diverse lingue:
l’insegnante è infatti un collaboratore della traduzione che agisce come facilitatore,
chiedendo agli studenti-collaboratori di assumersi la responsabilità della traduzione.
L’abilità linguistica in sé, di conseguenza, ha un ruolo secondario rispetto alla curiosità e
alla riflessione linguistica nei confronti della propria lingua. I workshop di inglese e di
italiano sono stati rivolti rispettivamente a studenti principianti e a studenti avanzati.

Focus on language sensitivity: collaborative translation in language class
How can translation facilitate language learning? Reporting on the preliminary
findings of an ongoing research project into the use of translation in language
learning at the University of Warwick, UK (in collaboration with the University of
Monash, Australia), the authors investigate the advantages of a specific
translation model in terms of linguistic sensitivity and cultural awareness. The
‘Collaborative Translation: A Model for Inclusion’ prototype is applied in
language teaching for University and Erasmus exchange students, with the
teacher and students embarking together on a practical exploration of the
process of translation of a text in the students’ native language. The value of
such an approach is identified in its privileging of an open-ended questioning of
meaning and equivalence: the teacher acts as a ‘facilitator’, asking studentcollaborators to determine solutions and assume responsibility for the
translation. Linguistic ability consequently takes second place to a self-reflexive
linguistic curiosity, indicated in the article as beneficial to the language-learning
process for both beginner and intermediate-advanced level students.
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Project leaders
Jessica Trevitt
jessica.trevitt@monash.edu
– Monash University, Australia

Gioia Panzarella
G.Panzarella@warwick.ac.uk
– University of Warwick, UK

Associate researchers
Christian Griffiths
christian.griffiths@monash.edu
– Monash University

Georgia Wall
G.Wall@warwick.ac.uk
– University of Warwick, UK

